TANZAHOi International Festival is searching for an intern in Communications & PR Management
for the period of January 1 to March 31 for this year’s festival edition.
TANZAHOi is focused on dance, dance ﬁlm, and the innovative relationship of digitalisation in the
performing arts. The festival team is made up of artists, working to grow the international dance ﬁlm
scene in Hamburg and connect the local free dance scene with our international festival artists. In 2022,
our festival will celebrate its 5 year anniversary along with the largest and most ambitious program to
date.
For the upcoming edition of the festival, we have an internship in Communications & PR Management
available, starting in January until the end of March. You will get a comprehensive insight into the
communication channels and the organizational processes of TANZAHOi and will be directly part of the
realization our international, artistic festival.

your possible areas of responsibility
* Content creation for communicative media
* Preparation of content for the website
* Research
* Corrections of texts and translations
* Support in the conception and implementation of advertising campaigns
We will also work with you to ﬁnd out what interests you and in which areas you would like to gain
further insight.

what we offer
You will be part of a passionate and fast-paced team and, as an intern, closely connected to the
communications director and festival management. Our organizational structure is ﬂexible and you will
have the opportunity to contribute independently and creatively. With an open communication
structure, short decision-making processes, and creative thought processes, we oﬀer you the
opportunity to get to know a growing artistic platform and to participate in the further development of
innovation in the arts.
You work in an organized and independent way and like to take initiative? You are not afraid to
approach people and are interested in creative new approaches to reaching an audience? You are
curious about the planning and implementation of an international festival?
We look forward to receiving your application by email to: apply@tanzahoi.org
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